
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

LIFARS PENTEST AND IR RETAINER BUNDLE OFFER  
It's time to get your 2022 IR Retainer plans and Q4 Pentest underway! To speak with a 
representative, complete our online form, or for immediate assistance call 1-212-222-7061. 

More information about our services can be found on our website at www.lifars.com. 
 

Incident Response Retainer  
Having an incident response retainer ensures 
your business can have peace of mind knowing 
you're mitigating the risk of a cyber event. 
Whether with our proactive services or having 
prepaid hours set aside in the event forensics 
are needed, LIFARS is your expert partner on 
call and ready to help improve your cyber 
security posture. Each retainer starts with an IR 
readiness assessment, which provides us with 
a good understanding of your infrastructure, 
organization, and emergency response plan of 
time. Implementing a comprehensive strategy 
reduces your exposure to threat actors within 
your network, ensures your policies/procedures 
and team are well versed in the event of a 
breach, and mitigates the risk of stopping 
business or damaging your reputation. 
 
Key Benefits: 
 
• Cyber 911 emergency support available 

24/7/365  
• Proactive incident response readiness 

assessment  
• Swift response from experts during critical 

moments  
• Business continuity plan of action in place  
• Key understanding of your unique 

infrastructure  
• Experienced & trained professionals for 

advisory 

 

Penetration Testing 
A Pentest is a controlled attack simulation with 
the objective to find as many vulnerabilities as 
possible, verify the vulnerabilities and exploit 
them. During the penetration test, vulnerabilities 
and business logic flaws will be exploited to 
compromise the target environment in the same 
way the real attackers would. 

LIFARS offers external and internal 
network penetration tests as well as web 
application penetration tests.  

Today, hackers are increasingly more clever, 
creative and armed with powerful tools 
previously only available to nation state 
attackers. We continuously create new scenarios 
and methodologies for penetration testing 
enriched with knowledge of the latest IOCs and 
TTPs. Our team supplements this with OSINT, 
Dark Web and Deep Web research, advanced 
social engineering and ethical hacker manual 
techniques to provide insight into a risk that a 
vulnerability test may overlook. During the 
penetration test, vulnerabilities and business 
logic flaws are exploited or combined to create 
attack vector and compromise the target 
organization.  

 

 

 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Contact LIFARS to Learn More 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ABOUT LIFARS 
LIFARS is a global leader in incident response, digital 
forensics, ransomware mitigation, and cyber resiliency 
services. Our team investigates hundreds of incidents each 
year. We are often called upon for our expertise by 
intelligence agencies, including the FBI, Homeland Security, 
Secret Service, and Interpol. Our staff performs at military 
style speed, precision, and expertise. Results matter, and your 
reputation is as valued as ours.  
  
The LIFARS New York Laboratory is an industry pioneer in 
developing methodologies to identify indicators of 
compromise and threat actors (including those backed by 
nation states). Our lab has investigated and responded to all 
types of cyber threats ranging from intellectual property theft, 
extortion, hacking of celebrity social media accounts, and 
money transfer, as well as serious breach attacks and 
sabotage from nation state actors.  
 
LIFARS' digital forensic, incident response, and proactive 
services are geographically unrestricted, with offices in North 
America, Europe, and Asia.  

OUR HISTORY 
LIFARS was founded in 2012 by Dr. Ondrej Krehel. 
Dr. Krehel developed the LIFARS proprietary forensics 
methodology over a span of 20 years, while leading and 
working on high-profile cybersecurity engagements around the 
world. Our forensic experts have experience deriving directly, 
and indirectly, from work with US Intelligence Agencies, 
Interpol, Europol, and NATO. Our team has remediated several 
complex high-profile cases that stirred intense media attention. 
The LIFARS strategic approach via proactive and reactive 
engagement often requires cooperation within the intelligence 
community including, the FBI, CIA, and NSA. Today, LIFARS is 
proud to be known as a global leader in digital forensics and 
cyber resiliency services.  

CERTIFICATIONS 
GXPN | GCFA | GCFE | OSCE | OSCP | ACE | OSWP | CCNP | 
CCDP | CCFR | CCFP | CCFA | CCNA | CEH | CEI | CISA | CISM 
| CISSP | EnCE | GWAPT | KLCP | PMP | SCJP | CompTIA 
Security+ | CIPP | CRISC | PCIP | C/CISO | ITIL | CGEIT | 
CRTP | GCIA | CHFI | IACRB | TF-CSIRT 

 


